ELASTOMERIC SEALANT OR 1" MASTIC (TYP)

CHLORINATION TAP (TYP)
(SEE SHEET 26)

PLAN

GROUND LINE

TOP SECT OF 6" VB (EXT AS REQD)

VALVE OPERATOR EXT

VALVE OPERATOR EXT GUIDE

60° PRECAST CONC MH

PRECAST CONC PAD

5" HOLE CORE DRILLED IN FIELD

1" MASTIC (OPNG TO BE PRECAST)

FLG BFV

VARIABLES

HVV DUTY ADJ SPRT

STD ADJ SPRT

8'-3"

2'-0"

6'-0"

10'-3"

ELEVATION

DENVER WATER

BUTTERFLY VALVE ASSEMBLY
(16" & 20" DUCTILE IRON MAINS)
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